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Abstract
Indonesia contains research materials together with its diversity that interesting to be explored. Heterogeneity is the unique feature offered. Mainly speaking, Indonesia is the most Muslim population globally, which opens possibilities and controversies in their engagement to Christians. In response, the tension requires discussion that could connect Christians as a minority to Muslims in Indonesia. Christology receives less attention as a topic of dialogue to other faith due it contains fluctuation. Throughout decades, it becomes the center of attention of academicians because it reflects massive wrestling. Indeed, Christology serves the possibility to bridge contributive discussion to faith and religions. This essay is a systematic interreligious study that attempts to evaluate the mediatorship of Christ. The expectation is, this treatise could offer alternative dialogue to Indonesian Muslims. John Owen's knowledge leads this treatise to gain several notions concerning the mediatorship of Christ that may help Christian to renovate better life for Muslims in Indonesia. The unconditional and initiative love is the main attribute of mediatorship work that shares the possibility for dialogue with Indonesian Muslims.
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Introduction

Indonesia offers massive study material as a multi-religious country, explicitly speaking, theology, and religion discussion. Islam as the dominant religion, followed by Protestantism in the second place, leads to consistent public square relations. Therefore, several topics are considered as possibilities to bind them. On the Christian side, an empathetic approach has been placed to open interreligious conversation. As the center of Christian doctrine, Christology shares less opportunity because it contains controversy, even more, potentially leading to schism. Significantly, Christology separates Christian and Muslim faith where the Bible testifies Christ's divinity while the Qur'an against it, including his sacrifice in the cross and role as a savior. Muslim considers him simply as a prophet.

The tension consequences less opportunity to employ Christology as an alternative way to offer hospitality, love, charity, and generosity to Muslims. Christ's incarnation aims to save a human being as the redemption plan; Christology may bear a positive legacy for Christian relationships to other faiths. The opportunity to discern some alternative contribution, however, probably prepared in a limited amount. Therefore, John Owen states that Christian has to endeavor after receiving freedom, encouraged to gain formula to reach their Muslim neighbor. As salvation was given without charge, receivers

---


responsible for maintaining its gift. Carl R. Trueman defines Owen as “finest theological mind England ever produced,”6 was born from puritans parents at Stadham in Oxfordshire. Owen pursued his BA and M.A in Queen’s College, Oxford. He has massive works in theology, especially speaking in the doctrine of God. He splits his discussion to share a clear distinction between each person of Trinity.7 Christar Rumbay has been worked to discover Owen’s works on the doctrine of God with Indonesian context.8 With this in mind, the works of Owen potentially could contribute knowledge to the tension.

Owen contributes masterpieces on the doctrine of God but also contributes wide pieces of Christology. It is interesting to see what Owen could offer in Christology's work concerning how Christians relate to his Muslim neighbor in Indonesia. This essay attempts to grasp Owen's perspective of Christology in its mediatorship office to present how Christians should reach Muslims in Indonesia. Therefore, the research question that leads this treatise is, what can be learned from the mediatorship of Christ in John Owen's thought concerning the relationship of Christian to Muslim in Indonesia?

This essay is a qualitative work that attempts to evaluate Owen's primary works on Mediatorship of Christ. Further, an empathetic analysis investigates socio-religion issues of Muslim-Christians in Indonesia. Gradually, the conversation will be shared among Owen's thoughts and current socio-religion fluctuation in Indonesia. Eventually, Owen's Christology knowledge, a cross-religion dialogue, will be constructed, renovated, and implemented into Muslim-Christian society in Indonesia.

Multi-Layered of Religious Society

In Indonesia, Religion is considered a divine revelation recorded by a certain prophet in the scripture, which organizes the believer’s community practically and spiritually.9 It is a sacral dimension where it usually becomes a public discussion, and Indonesia accommodates it as a common dialogue topic. In the daily interaction, attention has been given in large portion to see possibilities of connection, even more, differences

---

7 See John Owen’s works, Communion with God, On Pneumatology, The Death of Death in the Death of Christ, and etc.
that could lead particular faith may claim as the truth and accusing other faith as wicked. However, Indonesia demonstrates a multi-religious community, a rich source of a social experiment and material of investigation, acknowledges six official religions which is; Islam, Protestant, Catholic, Buddhism, Hinduism, and Confucianism, where Islam is the dominant religion in the first place, and Protestant far below in the second place. Therefore, Muslims and Christians perform regular dialogue in public life, a discussion that end to a better life, and in contrast, leads to the disintegration of those groups.

As a multi-layered country, Indonesia recognizes six official religions but practiced in many ways, for instance, Islam with mystical elements of animism as does as Hinduism in Bali and Christianity throughout the islands, in which it leads to various aspects of social relations, faiths, cuisines, arts, and etiquette, Indonesia is identified as a heterogenic country.10 The cultural legacy of Indonesian ancestors is maintained well by society; the coming of religion does not disturb the existing culture due to the combination of culture and religion throughout ancient Indonesians’ history. As a consequence, Indonesia bears a multicultural identity, gives character to all religions in Indonesia. Islam in Java may diverse from Islam in Sumatra; on the other side, Christianity in Papua probably has a significant difference from Christianity in North Sulawesi; moreover, each faith in Indonesia performs broad distinction.

Separating culture from religion requires expensive effort because religion has been contaminated with cultural influence, and the culture itself is considered part of the divine dogma.11 However, the way religion mixed to culture could be regarded as either contextualization or syncretism. Nevertheless, the opportunity appears here; culture could be the gate that may connect Christianity to Muslims. The subject of Christ could be covered in cultural appearance that may easier to be accepted by local people. However, the danger and obstacles are waiting because contextualization is very close to syncretism, and their process is interrelated.12 Here a sensitive approach to Christology should be applied well without reducing its core theological nature. The Christology of John Owen is treated by contextualization to Muslim culture in Indonesia.13

13 See Rheenen, Contextualization and Syncretism, 2006. Contextualization is the translation of biblical meanings into contemporary cultural context, in the other side, syncretism is conscious or unconscious reshaping of Christian plausibility, structure, beliefs and practices through cultural accommodation where cultural being dominant.
Moreover, at first sight, tolerance is the main problem of the diverse society in Indonesia. Diversity lies in differences and varieties of ideas that lead to the rich contribution where only a single decision is needed; therefore, heterogenic society is susceptible to conflict compared to homogeny group. Curiously, the attribute of tolerance alive within Indonesian's original culture, even more, the six official religions present harmony and peacefulness to their followers. For instance, the Javanese equips the term tepa slira, which means 'treat other as well as you would like to be treated,' furthermore, Balinese claims that tolerance naturally exists in their life and have no urgency to put it into a word. The origin culture of Indonesia accommodates welcome treatment to other strangers in which applied to fellow religious people. An integration between religion and indigenous culture in Indonesia leads to several conclusions. First, most of the religions are the combination of local cultures; second, it is sensitive to define religion practicing syncretism or contextualization; third, the nature of religions and cultures offer harmony and peace, and the last is, the original pure culture is an alternative gate to enter Muslim community.

The Tension of Christian-Muslim Relationship

Indonesia's image displays moderate Islam, a home of pluralism where Islam and Christianity are two tangibles, separate entities that collide with or tolerate each other. Living in cultures and religions that offer harmony and tolerance, religious differences become a systematic and regular issue, explicitly speaking, Christian-Muslim relationship. The violence occurred in several places, happened periodically, encourages bombings in temples, places of worship, and persecutions to the minority. Moreover, the main central tension between those faiths is Christianization and the Islamic state. In response to the tension, a joint decree was issued in September 1969 where considered by


15 Monteil, Relationship Between Religions in Indonesia, 37.
18 Ibid, 6.
Christian against religious freedom. The main objection is establishing new places of worship where Muslims are the majority, consequently preventing Christian churches' growth. However, the decree has a similar effect on Muslims who stay in Christian's central area; Muslims are not allowed to own properties that could dominate the land and develop Islamic teaching.

On the other side, Islamic State is considered a threat to Christianity because they will be treated as the second class of citizens under Islamic state law. The early controversy lies in the battle of conservative Islam and nationalism or secular civilian Christian-Muslim. The contest between those ideologies re-emerged after the fall of communism and its effects on Christians' spiritual security. A quick conclusion here is, both Muslim and Christian battles religious freedom and state regulation; however, the law aims to accommodate the privates square of its citizen, intends to offer harmony. However, it is considered against religious people's freedom due to restrictions toward several rights are deducted.

Besides socio-religion tension, theological differences play a significant role in the Christian-Muslim relationship in Indonesia and worldwide. Oddbjom Leirvik argues that Christianity distorted the image of Christ and instead follow the Greek-Roman emperor to decide how the Son should be portrayed because the intention is to fit Christian faith with the ordinary religious world. This common assumption to Christian applied in Indonesia quietly similar. In his work, Alexander Arifianto argues that Christianity is considered a colonized religion; it demonstrates the origins tension date from the Dutch colonial period. Its development is worried could bring back the dark ages in the past where the Western world was superior in Indonesian Muslims' land. Therefore, Islamic teaching and Indonesian Muslims' theological views are avoided, especially speaking, the Christology. The image of Christ has been a sensitive issue in Christian-Muslim dialogue and interaction. Christianity assumes that Mohammad is the poor copy of Christ while Muslims consider Christ a secular emperor's portrayal.

However, Qur’an approaches Jesus with the dogmatic resolution, historical approach, soteriology, and classical controversies. Further, Qur’an pays more attention to Old Testament; figures in this book receive more attention than Jesus. For instance, Abraham and Moses participate in several passages in the Qur’an rather than the suffering servant Jesus, and the common debate addressed to the deity of Jesus. Indonesian Christian-Muslim serves similar tension on Jesus. Theological difference provokes the harmonious relations of religious people. Islam considers Jesus as Adam; God created from the dust, servant of God, and simply a messenger for human beings. This fact concludes that Jesus plays a distinctive role in Islam; it could bridge to Christian or creates a gulf. With this in mind, building a positive dialogue with the subject of Jesus is potential. Besides the negative prejudice of Muslims toward Christian Christology, a positive contribution is still available from this subject, intended to offer better discussion and dialogue.

Owen’s Christology Contribution for Indonesian Context

The relationship between Christ and sinful man is described as a fellowship where Christ, as the God's representative, is considered a blessing for a human being. Owen employs the common language of the human being to give comprehensive knowledge of this particular connection. The fundamental difference of Christ, the Son, with the other divine person is its relationship level. Because the Father is superior, he takes his role as the initiator, leader of divine person but equal to other; moreover, a significant gap exists between the Father and man; therefore, the Son acts as the mediator. However, mediatorship is very common in secular activities, bears a positive contribution to both sides. With this in mind, Christ considers the human being as his fellow friends with no barriers and obstacles and intends to connect with the Father, who attributes divine decree to the highest level. Like Christ, a single person with dual natures, divinity, and humanity allow him to be a true mediator. The first stage is; Christ should be introduced

27 Leirvik, Image of Jesus Christ in Islam, 3.
as a fellow who can work as a mediator for the human being; afterward, it could open the possibility to lead Indonesian Muslims to the next level of knowledge of the Son. The term mediatorship is not strange due it is equipped by the secular emperor, the king in which considered as God, and his people, commoners, need a mediator to link them. The Emperor system in Indonesia displays a similar tone due the leader is regarded as the representative of their unknown gods.

The mediatorship of Christ is the reflection of his obedience, bears universal, holiness, and perfect nature. Further, the most prominent discussion relates to the Son's willingness to be sacrificed because the Father owns the initiative, but the decision belongs to Christ. This mediatorship leads Christ to the suffering in which he deserved to be glorified, in the other word, Christ's participation to take human flesh by incarnation has no direct positive impact on him, the motivation to comply cosmic order in which relates to the salvation of human being. However, the etiquette of Indonesian governs harmony, social interaction and respected and considered extremely important. Therefore, generosity and hospitality are influential and respected as the social glue that could bring peacefulness and better life. Transforming love, kindness, material and spiritual resources develop solidarily. The suffering of Christ which is not acknowledged by Muslim theologians that intends to offers salvation, a gift, enables dialogue to Indonesian Muslims. Employing local people's etiquette, the tradition of Indonesian Muslims opens the possibility to bridge positive conversation. A systematic theological concept of Christ translated into local etiquette, common beliefs of social interaction. The delicious and delight gifts of Christ, which are covered in social appearance, could be offered.


32 Ibid, 233.


Owen articulates Son's relationship as a garden and connoisseurs, equips the environment to reach human knowledge that could help sinful thought to understand the special relationship. It is pleasant for Christ to enjoy the garden where useful, delicious, beneficial, and even medical. The language here employs a shared sense of ecology, allows the humility of Christ down to human nature, and impacts a man to identify Him correctly. However, the problem with other gods or ancient faiths of Indonesian lay in its superiority where the bottom level, human being, has no confidence to reach their idols; therefore, employing mediator or inanimate objects is required to make worship liturgy becomes real. In the previous chapter, it was discussed that in certain places, Indonesian Muslims maintain their ancient beliefs and combine to Islamic teaching where eventually they own unique Islamic tradition identity. However, Christ receives elegant comparison to all things in the whole creation, the lion, sun, star, rose, and lily. Two options are suggested here; first, Christ is introduced as a person within the ecology system that allows Indonesian Muslims to interact with him. Second, contextualization could be applied due Christ is analogized as an eminence being in the universe.

Furthermore, in his work, Owen offers Christ's knowledge by linking to the term of genderism, where two different sexes, a man and woman, a husband and wife, a married couple commit for a special relationship and glued by love. A key factor of gender issue dissemination in Indonesia relates to government ideology, school curricula, and religion. Its dogma significantly influences Muslim women's role and globalization, mass media, and abroad experience. The discussion on gender is fundamental, not subordinate to any social formation, but consistently receives debate and chaos. Nevertheless, the main focus of tension is addressed to Muslim women's position where politics may provide strong influence, or culture legacy that could change religious dogma. However, the danger of exposing Christ as a person who bears specific gender will not accommodate Indonesian Muslims because it is an empathetic discussion. However, the divine side of Christ probably bears a chance that could be engaged to religious people due to its lack of

37 Owen, Of Communion with God the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, 27.
38 Ibid, 28.
39 Ibid, 30.
41 Ibid, 207.
43 See Davies, Gender Diversity in Indonesia, 2010. She argues that certain culture in Indonesia is superior than Islamic tradition.
gender. Therefore, bearing not a specific gender enables Christ to link Muslim society cross-gender; furthermore, the love of Christ offers a delicious taste that may consequence addiction, leads to sick of love. Owen employs the term sick of love to announce the feeling of taster after having experience with Christ.

Hereunto the love in which offered to man derived from God, the Father, the initiator who performs the Son as a gift to redeem sins. The mediation of Christ presents eternal love, through his human nature, the love becomes effectual in all inclination and acting. For Owen, the foundation of Christ’s work lies in the act of divine love or good pleasure, which Christ came as the second man, and last Adam. Bringing restoration, reconstitution, and glory to the universe into an existence that surpasses its original form; however, the first step of this invention requires the restoration of individual sinners and entire human beings who could regain full fellowship with God. The heavenly and earthy family must be brought together as a glorious united family in which Christ himself acts as the head. On the side of Christ, incarnation's motivation lies in his obedience to his Father and the sacrificing love he owns, bridging the society in heaven and earth. On the other side, the Father bears initiative, love, and willingness to let his beloved Son crucified. Those attributes of love are revealed in the mediatorship event. However, a mediator has two possibilities, it bears either positive or negative contributions, but the motivation always intends for better dialogue. Here the role of Christ as a mediator to total Christianity plays its mission, becomes the center of attention that can draw Indonesian Muslim and Christian community. Christology should not always be a place of controversy; instead, it is a gravity, a neutral meeting point, offers goodness and kindness to the stranger. Instead of drive Muslims to Christian dogma, a heavy spiritual character, the love, and mediatorship of Christ have the probability to be accepted. The tendency of acceptance opened widely due to Christ’s humanity who perform love has a strong effect on sinful man, due it is considered love transforming and sharing between human beings, human Christ, and Indonesian Muslims.

The mediatorship office only possible if Christ has a human nature because he could not die in divinity; therefore, God prepared human flesh to actualize the intention. The benefits of his sacrifice would be meaningless if he did not incarnate in the

The humanity of Christ should be offered in advance, leading the communication and dialogue. A dialogue would be linked to an equal degree, and interaction will be convenient due to Christ's deity against monotheistic teaching, notably in Islamic tradition. The Son's modesty coming to the lower cluster, humble himself, and incarnation in human appearance could be accepted as a humanitarian attitude that may receive a warm welcome. Furthermore, Owen articulates the mediatiorial work with the threefold office of Christ, the king, priest, and prophet in which fits the common sense of Indonesian Muslims. The responsibility to reveal the will of the Father employs his office as a prophet, a mediator who works to pass God's knowledge to man; in this sense, Christ fulfills the prophet's attribute. Christ kingly office deals with the doctrine of dual nature of Christ where the Son always a king during his incarnation, explicitly speaking, he is the king by delegation, within the mediation structure. Furthermore, lastly, Christ as a man represents people who stand as a priest in the covenant of redemption. With this in mind, Christ mediatiorship's theological reflection could be translated sociologically and anthropologically to the Indonesian context. Christ could be regarded as a sachem or headman who acknowledges as the chief of ritual activity and FatFather prosperity, which leads the group to survive. A leader is a wealthy, well-educated, and supernatural ability where the followers submit to their leader.

The main intention of mediatiorship, his incarnation, is to recover and save poor sinners. It articulates multivalent in function and multidimensional in form, accommodates the Father's order and facilitates the communication between two different natures concerning salvation. Redemption, however, has a close connection to soteriology, a future expectation that becomes the most significant issue of religious people, even for scientists, because mystery remains in all human knowledge and prediction about the future. Even for the ancient citizen, modern community, theologians, and all groups of people, no one has to prove or owns an absolute estimation due it does not happen yet. A question of the end of the world and human life after death leads to confusion. The fact now is, acknowledge by all religions in the universe, that sin had been damaged and spoiled man's original nature. Therefore, the urgency now is to restore the real life of human beings. Redemption from sins provides promise that could be gained in

---
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49 Ibid, 9.
51 Moga, A Consideration of John Owen’s Teaching, 4.
the future, and the whole system of redemption was occurred in the cross by Christ, a certainty to all sinful flesh, an expectation in which reality will be realized in the end time. Offering promise, a better life, and a fundamental expectation of life to Indonesian Muslims probably will result in a connected conversation that could develop a better society of religious people, predominantly Christian to Muslim in Indonesia.

Standard etiquette governs the expectation of response after receiving resources from the giver. In wealth sharing, the host wishes to earn feedback from the guest, basically, no free dealing at the human level. It is the will of the Father to send His Son; therefore, Christ was doing his Father’s business for the sake of man.\textsuperscript{52} The Father and Spirit are linked by eternal counsel and approval to the Son.\textsuperscript{53} Christ as a present is offered by the Father without any expectation of receiving feedback that may benefit him. The participation of Christ in the sinful world should not be considered as a transaction in the market or business partner in which both sides will gain benefits. The motivation of the incarnation of Christ purely for man’s sake, the Father, Son, and Spirit have no advantage by participating in this universe event; further, Christ as the center of attention, earns no support from another divine person except advice and approval. It presents a priceless gift with no good miniature, the guest, the Father who proposes a gift, Christ, to the guest, human being. The only task of man is merely to accept or avoid it. The approach here should be linked with the local knowledge of Indonesian Muslims, the title of Christ as a free offering placed in the high display of dialogue, a topic of discussion where do not require any cost.

**Conclusion**

The Christology of Owen supplies rich knowledge on mediatorship office. In particular dimension, it occupies the possibilities of bridging dialogue to Indonesian Muslims. Firstly, mediatorship’s motivation is to transform and share the initiative love of the Father and sacrificing love of the Son without any expectation of feedback. It enables the receivers to accept without burden because this gift’s nature is free and less of responsibility. The etiquette in which governs horizontal interaction requires the attribute of openness, hospitality, generosity, and humility fit to the nature of mediatorship office of Christ. Furthermore, the theological concept of Christ needs to be articulated in socio-religion where positive contribution impression of the mediatorship office could be

\textsuperscript{52} Owen, *The Death of Death*, 26.

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid, 27.
accepted as common sense to the local culture of Indonesian Muslims. In conclusion, the mediatorship of Christ in the work of John Owen remains the opportunity to reach cross-religious society, explicitly speaking, Indonesian Muslim.
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